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Lighting Design Studio 

 

Terry Bell, President and Principal Designer for CTG, has been actively doing lighting design for over 

20 years, on projects Worldwide.  Terry is a Professional Member of the IALD (www.iald.org), the 

defining authority on lighting design, has received multiple International Illumination Design 

Awards, been awarded the 2008 Sirius Lighting Design Award for Outstanding Creative Lighting 

Design, and most recently been the recipient of a 2010 Special Citation from the Illumination 

Engineering Society of North America for “the creative application of LED’s, resulting in an energy 

efficient artistic use of light”.  

CTG provides interior and exterior lighting design services for Retail, Corporate, Hospitality and 

Entertainment.  Services range from conceptual only, to full documentation through construction 

administration. 

Additionally, Terry’s background in mechanical engineering combined with his creative talents 

allows him to collaborate much closer with the design team to create custom lighting fixtures for 

projects that require something unique or integral to the space. 

 

Select Retail Experience* 

 

Bolingbrook 

Streets of Buckhead 

Cumberland Mall 

Echo Mall 

Edgewater Mall 

Fort Henry/Kingsport 

Ganzhou Mall 

Georgia Square 

Harford Mall 

Highland Point 

Jefferson Village 

Long Circular Mall 

Mall of Louisiana 

Neptune Mall 

New River Valley 

Nord du Lac 

Northpoint Mall Food Court 

Settler’s Market 

Southpointe 

Stones River Mall 

Summit at Lehigh Valley 

Trincity Mall 

Tyson’s Galleria 

Crystal Mall** 

Village of Imagine 

Winter Garden Village 

Polaris Mall 

Pheasant Lane Mall** 

**CTG experience 

*Projects referenced were designed by Terry while at CD+M, as 

a founding member and Design Principal. 

http://www.iald.org/
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Custom pendant fixtures were desired for the 

renovation of Northpoint Mall Food Court.  

Terry worked closely with the design team at 

Schroeder Slater and the manufacturer to 

create unique, contemporary pieces to fill the 

space.  The light fixtures were fitted with all 

the same compact fluorescent lamps for 

maintenance concerns, and fabricated with 

aluminum and hand painted acrylic with 

respect to the structural support 

requirements.  Each pendant measure 

roughly 10’ in diameter by almost 3’ high.  

Access to the lamps and ballasts is through 

removable top panels. 

 

 

 

 

For Polaris Mall, custom pendants, ceiling 

fixtures and pier mount “lamps” were desired 

to create an upscale look.  Terry designed 

each fixture in collaboration with the architect 

(KA).  The largest bowl pendant (pictured 

here) is actually 16’ in diameter, and features 

hand painted faux alabaster diffusers.  

Mounting weight and tension at each of four 

cable supports was provided to the team 

structural engineer to include any additional 

requirements for mounting.  These pendants 

were also designed to arrive in four sections 

so they would fit through service doors and 

aid in the initial installation. 
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Designing the outdoor Lifestyle center of 

Bolingbrook, IL, Terry worked with the 

graphics consultant (acting as a creative 

artistic director) and landscape architect to 

carefully coordinate street light poles.  The 

poles were also designed with an aggregate 

material to blend in with the architectural 

elements of the new center. 

 

 

The night time views and overall ambiance at 

Bolingbrook has been a huge success.  

Visibility, safety and security are all premier, 

creating a welcome, vibrant addition to the 

area year-round. 

 

 

 

Taking an older design and introducing new 

technology is a natural direction for Terry.  For 

Cumberland Mall, the original design had 

incandescent lamps on stems.  In keeping 

with the architectural (TVS&A) intent, Terry 

created LED modules with an acrylic sphere 

at each end.  The concept was eventually 

turned into a standard product offering by the 

manufacturer. 

 

Additionally, Terry has also provided tenant retail work for Macy’s, Polo Ralph Lauren, Disney 

Attractions Merchandising, and Hard Rock, to name a few. 


